Planning Commission
Regular Session Agenda
Cape Charles Civic Center – 500 Tazewell Avenue
September 5, 2017
6:00 P.M.

1. Call to Order
a. Roll call and establish a quorum
2. Invocation and Pledge of Allegiance
3. Public Comments
4. Consent Agenda
a. Approval of Agenda Format
b. Approval of Minutes
c. Reports
5. Old Business
a. Bay Avenue beachfront parking
6. New Business
7. Announcements
8. Adjourn

DRAFT
PLANNING COMMISSION
Regular Meeting

Cape Charles Town Hall
August 1, 2017
6:00 p.m.
At 6:00 p.m., Chairman Dennis McCoy, having established a quorum, called to order the Regular
Meeting of the Planning Commission. In addition to Chairman McCoy, present were
Commissioners Andy Buchholz, Dan Burke, Keith Kostek, Sandra Salopek and Bill Stramm.
Commissioner Michael Strub was not in attendance. Also in attendance were Town Planner
Larry DiRe and Town Clerk Libby Hume. There was one member of the public in attendance.
A moment of silence was observed which was followed by the recitation of the Pledge of
Allegiance.
PUBLIC COMMENTS:
There were no public comments to be heard nor any written comments submitted prior to the
meeting.
CONSENT AGENDA
Motion made by Sandra Salopek, seconded by Dan Burke, to approve the agenda format
as presented. The motion was approved by unanimous vote.
The Commissioners reviewed the minutes from the July 17, 2017 Planning Commission Regular
Meeting.
Motion made by Bill Stramm, seconded by Andy Buchholz, to approve the minutes from
the July 17, 2017 Planning Commission Regular Meeting as presented. The motion was
approved by unanimous vote.
REPORTS
Larry DiRe updated his written report as follows: i) The July 20, 2017 Town Council Regular
Meeting was canceled due to the lack of a quorum; and ii) Dennis McCoy asked for more details
regarding item 6. A new chairman was elected at the July 25 Transportation Technical Advisory
Committee meeting. The next phase of the bike trail, which was scheduled to run from
Kiptopeke to Cape Charles, was discussed. There was no funding to do the work at this time.
They were in the process of securing rights-of-way and an access point to cross Route 13. There
was some discussion regarding the Food Lion corridor, but a traffic was not expected to be
installed at the crossover at Food Lion. There were possible improvements regarding the
turning lane and a possible traffic signal at Parsons Circle. This was the only commercial area
along Route 13 that did not have a reduced speed limit.
OLD BUSINESS
A. Harbor Development Certificate Process Article III, Section 3.9 – Proposed Draft Text
Amendments for Review and Set Public Hearing Date on October 3, 2017:
Larry DiRe stated that, as discussed last month, the proposed draft text amendments were to
streamline the process for applicants who had modifications to a previously approved
Harbor Development Certificate.
The Commissioners reviewed the proposed text
amendments.
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Motion made by Bill Stramm, seconded by Dan Burke, to accept the proposed text
amendments as written and schedule a public hearing for October 3, 2017. The motion
was approved by unanimous vote.
NEW BUSINESS
A. Proposed Text Amendments to Town Zoning Ordinance – Review and Set Public Hearing on
October 3, 2017:
Larry DiRe stated that the proposed text amendments included in this item had all been
previously reviewed by the Planning Commission and a public hearing needed to be held
prior to Town Council adoption of the modifications.
Motion made by Dan Burke, seconded by Andy Buchholz, to schedule a public hearing on
October 3, 2017 for the proposed text amendments. The motion was approved by
unanimous vote.
OTHER
There was additional discussion regarding the following: i) The Historic District Review Board
had an idea to require performance bonds for projects in town to ensure their completion. Larry
DiRe added that the process would need legal review and a determination needed to be made for
the appropriate amount for the performance bonds; ii) Dan Burke asked staff for an update of all
incomplete conditional use permits (CUP). Larry DiRe stated that there were three outstanding
CUPs: a) 1 Fig Street, which was issued in January, for a second-floor apartment. There was still
five months remaining for work to begin; b) the Cunningham lot which had already completed
demolition and land clearing. The Board of Zoning Appeals approved a building height variance
for the project; and c) The CUP for residential units at 207 Mason Avenue was officially revoked
by the Town Council earlier this year since no work had been done on the property. No
residential use would be permitted at this location. There was further discussion regarding the
safety of the building; iii) the appearance of sidewalks on Mason Avenue and the amount of
sidewalk controlled by the property owner vs. the VDOT right-of-way. Andy Buchholz expressed
his concern about the sidewalks on Bay Avenue as well, adding that he was trying to get the
sidewalk issue on a future Council agenda so the town could do something to clear the sidewalks
to improve the appearance of the town; and iv) Dan Burke asked about oversight of the food
trucks. Larry DiRe stated that the food trucks were governed by the Town Code. As long as they
were in compliance with the business license, distance requirements from the brick and mortar
establishments, and the noise ordinance, it was legal for the food trucks to be in town. There
was one truck with a loud generator but to date, no complaints had been received. It appeared
that the residents and visitors had welcomed the various food trucks.
ANNOUNCEMENTS
There were no announcements.
Motion made by Dan Burke, seconded by Bill Stramm, to adjourn the Planning
Commission Regular Meeting. The motion was approved by unanimous vote.
The meeting adjourned at 6:31 p.m.

Chairman Dennis McCoy

Town Clerk
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Planning Commission Staff Report
From:

Larry DiRe

Date:

September 5, 2017

Item:

4c-Staff Report

Attachments: August 18, 2017 letter from Northampton County

1. The Town Council met at their August 17 regular monthly meeting and set Tuesday
October 3, 2017 for a joint public hearing on proposed zoning ordinance text
amendments.
2. The Historic District Review Board received four new applications for Certificate of
Appropriateness, and one tabled application, to consider at their August 15 regular
monthly meeting. The approved applications included new construction of a single-family
dwelling; exterior changes to a commercial building; and addition to a single-family
dwelling. Two applications were tabled one due to neither the property owner nor the
contractor being in attendance and available to answer questions, and one to allow the
property owner to finalize plans for windows and fireplaces questions. The Board
discussed the Thursday September 14 public input meeting on the revised draft Historic
District Guidelines. That meeting will be at 6:00 pm in the Civic Center, and the
completely
revised
draft
document
can
be
found
at
http://www.capecharles.org/files/documents/HistoricDistrictReviewBoardGuidelinesDRAF
T1701105153080917AM.pdf .
3. The Harbor Area Review Board (HARB) had no business and did not meet in August.
4. The Board of Zoning Appeals had no business and did not meet in August.
5. The Wetlands and Coastal Dune Board had no business and did not meet in August.
The town did receive a joint permit application for the working waterfront project on the
harbor southside. A public hearing and meeting is scheduled for Tuesday September 19
at 4:00 pm in the Civic Center.
6. Staff received an invitation from Northampton County to participate in a public
stakeholders group for the revision of the county’s comprehensive plan. That letter of
invitation is attached. As was stated in staff’s August 21, 2017 email to the Town
Planning Commission members, Cape Charles voices should be heard and the County’s
plan should be heard.
7. Staff attended the August 29 Climate Action Working Group quarterly meeting held at the
Hermitage on the Eastern Shore in Onancock. This is a working group of the A-NPDC.
8. The Cape Charles Brewing Company received site plan approval and permits to begin
renovation of their building for the future brew pub.

Planning Commission Staff Report
From:

Larry DiRe

Date:

September 5, 2017

Item:

5a-Bay Avenue beachfront parking

Attachments: Various reverse-angle parking documents

Item Specifics
The following reverse-angle parking-related passages were taken from the Town Comprehensive
Plan:
Policies and Descriptions 10.Extend the concept of the historic grid network to new development
(page 24) “The historic grid system works well in the core of the Town and should be extended
into new development including street width, turning radii and diagonal parking”
Section III- C.4 (page 31) “Identified Mason Avenue Complete Street improvements include
conversion of parallel parking to reverse-angel parking on one side of the street, addition of
bicycle lane(s), reduction in lane width to calm traffic, provision of accessible parking, and
aesthetic improvements that promote pedestrian safety. Bay Avenue is a priority for Complete
Street improvements after Mason Avenue planning has been completed.”
Section IV Implementation IV.1 Town Council Priorities (page 58) “Develop Town Parking
Solutions”
The 1999 Town-wide comprehensive parking study shows a parallel parking stall count of sixtysix for the west side of Bay Avenue. Staff conducted a street-specific review of the 1999 parking
study in April 2016 and found the number of sixty-six stalls holds. Two road conditions not
considered in 1999, but common now that are likely influencing both the real and perceived
parking pressures on Bay Avenue and the side streets east to Harbor Avenue, are the
proliferation of golf carts and the number of boat\boat trailers. The former condition involves a
vehicle smaller than a typical road sedan, and so can account for more vehicles without
necessarily accounting for decreased available curb space. The latter condition involves a
decrease in side street curb parking space and potentially puts more vehicles on Bay Avenue.
Discussion
Between Saturday May 27 and Sunday August 27 staff conducted observations and counts of the
parking along various segments of Bay Avenue. Observations were conducted at varying times
between 11:30 am and 2:30 pm. There is no meaningful parking count to consider prior to 11:00
am or after 6:00 pm. Bay Avenue was broken into two sections – Washington Avenue to the
Pavilion (west side), and Pavilion south (west side). The standard count of sixty-six motor
vehicle, of all kinds, was used as the threshold beyond which the west side parallel parking
pattern supply would experience excess demand pressure. The sixty-six count of parallel parking
stalls comes from the 1999 town-wide parking study. That count also serves as a constant.
Lacking defined parking stalls or blocks, the current state of parallel parking does not make for
the most efficient use of space. Defined spaces or blocks would make the parallel parking
pattern more rational.
Data reveals the following: out of a total of 54 observations, the sixty-six count was exceeded 18
times, or 33.3% of the observations. The cumulative 2015, 2016, and 2017 counts show 180
individual observations, with 53 instances of the count exceeding sixty-six vehicles. A three-year

total of 29.44% of observations exceeded the sixty-six vehicle standard. The 2015 and 2016 twoyear total was 27.78%, so an increase is recognized. It should also be noted that golf carts
parking on the west side of Bay Avenue park perpendicular to the curb, resulting in more space
for vehicles to park, compared to those golf carts parking parallel in an eighteen-foot long parking
stall. Perhaps not surprisingly, thirteen of the eighteen times (72.22%) the sixty-six vehicle
standard was exceeded occurred on a Friday, Saturday, or Sunday. This summer, golf carts
accounted for 22.36% of all vehicles counted during the 54 observations.
Recommendation
Following the summer 2015 study, and the lived experience of reverse-angle parking on Mason
Avenue, staff wrote the following in the October 6th report to the Planning Commission. Staff
stands by this summation today:
Staff recommends that the Planning Commission review the proposed reverse-angle parking
project in light of the actual parking demand pressures, likelihood of increased east-side and
residential side street parking, and Mason Avenue experience. At this time staff cannot
recommend moving forward with implementing reverse-angle parking as the exclusive parking
pattern on the west side of Bay Avenue…Staff further recommends that the town’s public safety
officers be brought into this discussion as a source of public safety perspective, and to balance
any urban planning or design perspective.
Staff can recommend striping of Bay Avenue-wide pedestrian crosswalks at beach access points
and the installation of speed limit and pedestrian crossing signage on the median for both north
and south bound motorists.
Staff cannot recommend to implementation of reverse-angle parking on the west side of southbound Bay Avenue for several reasons. First, the dubious grounds for implementing reverseangle parking are only reinforced by the lack of such parking being implemented by other
localities who received the same recommendation, from the same consultant, during the same
time period. Staff contacted counterparts in Kennesaw, Georgia, Boothbay Harbor, Maine, and
southern New Hampshire. The findings show that two New Hampshire communities, Lebanon
and Bristol, implemented pilot projects that met with popular dissatisfaction due to visibility and
larger vehicle protruding past the parking stall, and abandoned these projects. Likewise, in
Kennesaw, Georgia reverse-angle parking was rejected before implementation due to traffic
engineering concerns about visibility, difficulty for people with mobility issues, and lack of political
support to change the parking pattern in such way. The city of Concord, New Hampshire
considered such a parking pattern, but did not implement it due to concerns about large and long
vehicles extending beyond the stall into the flow of traffic. Currently, only Pembroke, New
Hampshire is implementing reverse-angle on a trial basis.
The second reason staff cannot recommend reverse-angle parking concerns the variety of
vehicles found parked curbside at the beach. While many are common road sedans, others are
not and these other vehicles provide the basis for this recommendation. Full-cab pick-up trucks
and sport utility vehicles can run a length (not wheelbase) exceeding two-hundred inches (sixteen
feet eight inches), or the length of the parking stall. At the same time, vehicles with rear-mounted
luggage racks, bicycle mounts (both common on vehicles of vacationers), and\or wheelchair
mounts cannot be expected to park in a way that provides access to these attachments, does not
cut into the vegetated verge, and remains within the confines of the marked parking stall. In the
current parking pattern, there is no encumbrance to traffic flow except from vehicles doubleparking to unload beach gear. With reverse-angle parking extending vehicles sixteen feet from
the “curb” side of the verge, any vehicle double-parking will effectively stop the flow of traffic. The
lesson of restricted visibility and entering the on-coming traffic lane caused double-parking
delivery trucks, and other vehicles, on the west-bound lane of downtown Mason Avenue should
not be lost.

The third reason staff cannot recommend reverse-angle parking concerns the impact of moving
vehicles able to park in the present parking pattern to park elsewhere. The first group of vehicles
lost on the west side south-bound lane will be the food vending vehicles. None of the vehicles
holding Town licenses and vending this summer would be able to fit in a reverse-angle parking
stall. If any such vehicle could fit, the resulting lack of visibility around these vehicles will not
increase the safety of pedestrians or motorists pulling into the travel lane. The existing parallel
parking pattern provides ample visibility of the travel lane. Full-size vehicles mentioned above will
likewise relocate, presumably to the residential east side of the street. The residential east side
of the street also becomes the location of choice for food-vending vehicles.
The fourth reason staff cannot recommend reverse-angle parking concerns the use of golf carts.
These vehicles are commonly seen at the beachfront, and do not require a large parking area. In
fact, a golf cart parked next to a full-size cab truck or sport utility vehicles at a visibility
disadvantage compared to parallel parking when entering on-coming traffic.
The final reason staff cannot recommend reverse-angle parking concerns behavior and the lived
experience of a specific location heavily used by people on vacation. It can be fairly stated that a
majority of visitors to Cape Charles’ public beach come from communities no using reverse-angle
parking. Staff cannot say that adding an unfamiliar parking pattern to the public safety context of
operating a motor vehicle on a public street shared with a population that may be impaired,
distracted, and\or disinterested is a sound advancement of public safety goals.
In summation, a local wag once stated that reverse-angle parking was a solution in search of a
problem. In Cape Charles reverse-angle parking is no longer just part of consultant Dan Burden’s
theoretical drawing board of summer 2012 and fall 2014. The town has lived experience with this
and the short-comings are well-known.

